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Dear Editor,

COVID‑19 already spread worldwide and it is considered 
as an important public health problem in world history. The 
disease usually spread rapidly in tourist town. In Indochina, 
the disease already spread in all countries. As a tourist hot 
sport of the world, many tourists became disease spreader 
in this area. According to the report by Haider et al., 
Cambodia is a country with high risk for nationwide disease 
spreading.[1] In Cambodia, the disease already occurred and 
become a local problem in mid‑March 2020. The bolus 
of imported cases among foreign tourist cause an abrupt 
increase of incidence in the country. In Siem Reap, the 
town where one the Wonders of the World is located, there 
are many infected patients. Since many local people in this 
town have tourism‑related jobs, disease control among those 
local people working in tourist service job is very important. 
Of several occupations, the local tourist driver or Tuk‑Tuk 
driver is an occupation that gets directly exposed to tourists.

Here, the authors perform a short direct survey via 
Facebook chat and face to face video chat with a sample of 
50 local English‑speaking Tuk‑Tuk tourist drivers in Siem 
Reap. According to the interview, all 50 drivers still work 
daily and still want to serve foreign tourists. Regarding the 
protective behavior, all of them have noted that that they 
did not have enough money to buy good expensive face 
masks for prevention, therefore, they have to use cheap 
affordable face marks and that the local vehicle is usually 
expose to external environment. All drivers also noted 
that they feared earning no money and they feared getting 
infected with COVID19.

Indeed, the expose to external environment is common 
among Tuk‑Tuk drivers in Indochina and becomes an 
important occupational health issue.[2] Not only toxin but 
also pathogen, such as novel coronavirus, might be an 
important health insult for the driver.

This short simple interview presents an interesting problem 
in the developing country where local people might not 
have good education. Furthermore, due to poverty, there 
might be little self‑care and protective behavior against the 
outbreak of the disease.
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